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Abstract. In knowledge bases such as Wikidata, it is possible to assert a
large set of properties for entities, ranging from generic ones such as name
and place of birth to highly profession-specific or background-specific
ones such as doctoral advisor or medical condition. Determining a pref-
erence or ranking in this large set is a challenge in tasks such as prioriti-
sation of edits or natural-language generation. Most previous approaches
to ranking knowledge base properties are purely data-driven, that is, as
we show, mistake frequency for interestingness.
In this work, we have developed a human-annotated dataset of 350 pref-
erence judgments among pairs of knowledge base properties for fixed
entities. From this set, we isolate a subset of pairs for which humans show
a high level of agreement (87.5% on average). We show, however, that
baseline and state-of-the-art techniques achieve only 61.3% precision in
predicting human preferences for this subset.
We then analyze what contributes to one property being rated as more
important than another one, and identify that at least three factors play a
role, namely (i) general frequency, (ii) applicability to similar entities and
(iii) semantic similarity between property and entity. We experimentally
analyze the contribution of each factor and show that a combination of
techniques addressing all the three factors achieves 74% precision on the
task. The dataset is available at
www.kaggle.com/srazniewski/wikidatapropertyranking.
1 Introduction
General-purpose knowledge bases such as Wikidata [30], YAGO [28] or DB-
pedia [5] are becoming increasingly popular, and are used for a variety of
tasks such as structured search, entity recognition or question answering. These
knowledge bases can store a large number of entity types, and for each entity
type a large number of properties. For instance, for the class of human alone,
more than 100 properties are used in Wikidata at least 1000 times, among which
are the following:
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1: sex or gender 70: doctoral advisor
2: occupation 71: pseudonym
3: date of birth 72: medical condition
... ...
39: height 78: convicted of
40: instrument 79: singles record
... ...
An issue with these properties is that it is not known how interesting they
are for specific entities. For instance, while 90% of the data in Wikidata is created
by bots [30], it is not clear whether the entered data captures actually what is of
interest to humans. As a consequence, the large number of properties and their
unclear interestingness severely hinder the usability of knowledge bases, and
make many data analytics tasks difficult.
A way to better structure these properties would be rankings by interesting-
ness. Such rankings would be useful for at least three tasks:
1. Recommendations to authors: Rankings by interestingness could help human
authors in focusing their work [1,23,20]. For Wikidata, there exists a tool
called Wikidata property suggester1 (see Fig. 1) for that purpose. However, the
current instance is association-rule-based, which, as we show below, does
not well approximate the human perception of interestingness.
2. Automatically generating descriptions: One of the major motivations for the
Wikidata project is to automatically generate article stubs, which is espe-
cially relevant for low-resource languages. As a 2015 report of the Wikime-
dia Foundation found, ”[the] lack of any clear identifier for importance or
primacy in Wikidata items”2 is one of the primary obstacles to this goal.
3. The lack of ordering also makes comparing the relative completeness of
entities [26], as for instance attempted by the Recoin tool [3], difficult.
Predicting the interestingness of properties is difficult for at least three rea-
sons: (i) Looking at the knowledge base alone is not sufficient: just because a
property is very frequent in a knowledge base, one cannot conclude that the
property is also very important. For instance, there are about 27k people with a
blood type, but only 2k people with a hair color in Wikidata, but nevertheless,
the latter is generally more interesting than the former. (ii) The interestingness
of properties is very dependent on the person. For a politician, for instance,
the political party is generally much more important than music instruments
played, while for musicians, it is usually the other way around. (iii) There is a
lack of datasets for this task, as most previous work used ablation studies, i.e.,
assessed performance on randomly removed portions of the data.
Previous work on property recommendation has mostly focused on data-
driven approaches [31,1,20,15], which does not approximate human judgment
1 https://github.com/Wikidata-lib/PropertySuggester
2 https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Wikidata_gap_analysis#
Conclusion
Fig. 1. The current Wikidata property suggester.
too well. For instance, the Wikidata Property Suggester recommends to add
date of death and place of death as most important missing properties to nearly all
persons still alive. Similarly, it appears that frequent properties such as gender
and nationality are overrated. Closest to ours, work by Atzori and Dessi [12] has
investigated how to predict what human annotators actually find important,
ignoring however the characteristics of individual entities, and using listwise
learning-to-rank approaches that are not scalable.
Contribution Our technical contributions are:(i) We introduce the problem of
property ranking and discuss its significance in Section 3. (ii) We develop a
human-annotated gold-standard dataset containing 350 sets of an entity and
two properties, each annotated with 10 preference judgments in Section 4. (iii)
We evaluate baseline approaches and the state-of-the-art against our dataset,
showing that these only achieve 61.3% precision on records where humans have
87.5% agreement (Section 5). (iv) We develop techniques based on regression,
LSI, LDA and ensembles that are able to achieve 74% precision in Section 6.
2 Background
Learning to rank (L2R) Learning to rank is a classic machine learning problem,
where one aims to learn how to optimally rank given items. There are three main
approaches to L2R, the so-called pointwise, pairwise, and listwise ranking [8,22].
The pointwise approach, which is usually the easiest to implement, is based on
the idea that each item has a score, which can be learned. Items can then be
ranked by their score. Issues with the pointwise approach are mainly that the
individual scores can be hard to interpret, and are not stable wrt. framing.
The pointwise and listwise approach aim to overcome this limitation of the
pointwise approach by learning from ranked pairs and ranked lists, respectively.
They can lead to more stable and better rankings, however, potentially require
more effort during training data creation.
Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of Wikidata properties used on humans at least 1000 times.
Wikidata Wikidata is a crowd-sourced knowledge base that maintains infor-
mation about entities of human knowledge, called items in Wikidata parlance,
which can be topics of Wikipedia articles (people, cities, movies, etc.) or any-
thing else deemed of interest. Information about an entity is structured as a
collection of statements, which are pairs consisting of a key, called, property, and
a value, which can be an atomic data value, an item, a property, or some pos-
sibly complex structure. An entity can have an arbitrary number of statements
with the same property. Statements themselves can be further annotated with
properties and values.
As properties are the main instrument to represent and structure informa-
tion, introducing new properties into Wikidata is complicated, while adding
entities is easy. Any contributor is free to insert new entities or add new state-
ments to existing ones, while new properties are only created after a lengthy
discussion process in the Wikidata community. Currently, Wikidata contains
roughly 25 mio. entities, and 2719 properties, whose usage follows roughly an
exponential distribution. This has two implications: First, it confirms the per-
ception that many properties are quite specific, and apply only to few people.
Second, it indicates that solely frequency-based rankings of properties tend to
become imprecise in the long tail.
Ranking of Knowledge Base Properties There have been various works on knowl-
edge base property ranking. Most prominently, editors of Wikidata items are
supported by the Property Suggester facility, which, given an entity, produces a
list of typically 3 to 10 properties for which no statement exists as yet. It imple-
ments an approach by Abedjan and Naumann [1] that leverages techniques from
association rule mining [2], and ranks rules according to squared confidence. To
check whether a new property p′ should be suggested for entity e, confidence
values for rules p → p′, where p is already a property of e, are computed as
usual [2]. Then p′ is suggested for e if the sum of squared confidence values
exceeds a given threshold. On the one hand, this allows a few strong rules to
outweigh many weaker ones, while on the other hand inapplicable properties
may be suggested if they are highly correlated with some existing properties.
Atzori and Dessi [12] addressed the problem to rank the existing properties
of individual items in a knowledge base, like Wikidata or DBpedia. They identi-
fied three parameters for automating such rankings: (i) algorithms for machine
learning to rank; (ii) possible features of properties; and (iii) methods to cre-
ate training sets. In a study, they chose eight algorithms, nine features, and six
training sets and combined them in all possible ways. To test these combina-
tions, they let a group of students pointwise rank the properties of 50 random
Wikipedia entities. It turned out that the best combinations beat other state-of-
the art techniques by improvements of precision and recall of 5 to 10%. Like
the authors of the present paper, Atzori and Dessi aim at creating automated
methods that approximate human judgment about property ranks. However,
while they want to rank the properties that are already present for an item, we
want to find out which properties of an item humans would find important or
interesting, regardless of whether or not they are mentioned. Also, we aim to
include information specific to the entity, not just use information on the level
of the whole class.
Other work on property ranking has attempted to reverse-engineer the struc-
tured data as shown by the Google search engine [4].
Fact Ranking Ranking knowledge base facts by importance, interestingness or
unexpectedness is a very related topic [20,13,25,14]. Recent work by Bast et
al. [6], for instance, investigates how to predict the relevance of attribute values
on a scale from 0 to 1 for the multi-valued attributes profession and nationality.
In their work, they show that methods that are based on the Wikipedia articles
of persons and use a generative model can achieve reasonable accuracies on
this task, i.e., less than 28% numerical error in 80% of cases. The problem was
subsequently posed as challenge at the WSDM 2017 conference [16]. However,
having a ranking for facts does not help in the three applications above, as for the
recommendation as to what to add, and the completeness comparison task, the
properties that do not yet have facts are the ones that should be ranked, while
for the natural language generation task, it is generally desired that values of
multivalued properties appear together, thus, a ranking of individual facts will
not do.
Other Related is also work on schema learning. Schema learning aims to find
out which properties are typical for a class or an entity in a given knowledge
base [29,19,21]. However, the notion of typicality is usually based on statistics
and in particular frequency and co-occurrence, which, as we show in Section 5,
are not very good proxies for interestingness.
3 Problem Definition and Challenges
We define our problem as follows:
Problem: Given an entity and a set of knowledge base properties, rank the prop-
erties according to their interestingness for the entity.
The notion of interestingness is hereby left somewhat vague, which however
is intentional as our ranking is not intended to serve only one specific purpose
(see also discussion in Section 7). We identify the following technical challenges
for this task:
1. Lack of datasets: Previous approaches [31,20,1,15] rely on ablation studies, i.e.,
they randomly remove a portion of knowledge base facts, then evaluate how
well they can predict removed facts or properties. This however does not
say anything about their ability to rank properties by interestingness. The
only dataset available is that of [12], which contains however only pointwise
annotations for properties of 50 entities, and is of unknown quality.
2. Inapplicability of pointwise and listwise annotations: While pointwise annota-
tions are easy to solicit, the resulting scores can only be interpreted within the
context in which they were generated [17,18]. Using the annotation scheme
from [6], for instance, we found that the 0-1 interestingness score of prop-
erties of medium interestingness was 0.43 when preceded by 7 questions
about more interesting properties, but 0.62 if preceded by 7 less interesting
ones (more details in Appendix A). As the set of properties in Wikidata is
constantly growing,3 this would mean that pointwise scores collected now
could not be interpreted well at later development stages of Wikidata. Like-
wise, listwise approaches are not applicable, as it is not possible to elicit
meaningful rankings for large sets of items.
3. No supervised learning possible: Given that there are more than 3 million
humans in Wikidata, and that we rely on pairwise annotations, it is clear that
it is impossible to generate enough training data for supervised learning.
We next address Issue (1), the generation of a suitable dataset.
4 Dataset Preparation
In the following, we describe how we constructed a gold-standard dataset for
property interestingness. We used the Wikidata knowledge base and the class
human, which has about 3.4 mio instances.
3 For instance, as of March 21st, 2016, there were 2202 properties, while as of February
7, 2017, there are 2719 according to https://tools.wmflabs.org/hay/propbrowse/
Fig. 3. Interface of the crowdsourcing task.
Records We generated 350 random records consisting of a human and two
properties, like (Trump, doctoral advisor, medical condition). As sampling humans
at random from Wikidata would give mostly unknown persons, we decided
to sample humans whose Wikidata pages had been edited within the month
of November, 2016. As the pages of famous people tend to get edited more
often than the pages of non-famous ones, this gave a better mix of humans of
different fame. As Wikidata items contain a large fraction of properties that are
identifiers, with many stemming from national libraries and directories that can
only be understood by experts of the respective domain, we did not consider
such ID properties (see discussion in Section 7). Of the properties that were not
IDs, we considered all that were assigned to humans at least 1000 times, which
resulted in 101 as of November 14, 2016.
Annotation We used the CrowdFlower platform4 for obtaining preference judg-
ments. In the annotation task, a short biographical sketch and the two properties
were presented to the annotators, and they were asked, knowing about which
of the two properties would be more interesting. The core part of the interface
is shown in Fig. 3. Quality was ensured via an entrance test and hidden test
questions, based on questions unanimously answered in previous runs. For
each record, 10 opinions were collected. At 2 ct. per annotation, the platform
cost (including fees) to generate the whole dataset was $100. Six sample records
are shown in Table 1.
Annotator Agreement The agreement of the annotators is shown in Fig. 4 (solid
bars). The dashed bars also show the agreement distribution that would be
expected if annotators would answer at random. As one can see, annotator
agreement is significantly different from random answers, especially evident
for the high agreement cases (e.g., if annotators were to answer at random,
only 0.2% instead of 8% of records would have an agreement of 1). The average
agreement is 73%, and Fleiss’ Kappa is 0.40. We also had two authors of this
paper annotate a subset of the records, finding that they had 78% agreement with
16 records where annotators had 80% agreement, and 100% agreement with 16
records where annotators had 100% agreement. In turn, a manual inspection of
low-agreement records showed that many of them correspond to cases where
4 https://www.crowdflower.com
Name Description Property 1 Property 2 Preferred Agrmt
Albert Johnson Canadian soccer player military conflict drafted by Prop. 2 1
Andrew Collins British actor field of work sister Prop. 1 0.9
Svetlana Navasardyan Armenian musician member of political party place of detention - 0.5
Filip Stanislaw Dubiski Polish officer residence sports discipline Prop. 1 1
Dipankar Bhattacharjee Indian badminton player Roman praenomen bowling style Prop. 2 0.6
David Ball Electronic music producer doubles record military branch Prop. 1 0.8
Kalim Kashani 17th century Persian poet languages spoken/written sexual orientation Prop. 1 1
Table 1. Sample records from our gold dataset.
both properties appear unrelated, like goalsScored and militaryRank for Pope
Francis, on which agreement is difficult.
Fig. 4. Agreement distribution in our gold dataset.
5 Baselines
In this section we evaluate how well baselines and the state-of-the-art can ap-
proximate the annotators’ opinions.
Techniques We evaluate four baselines, the first two being simple counts, while
the latter two use the state of the art in textual information retrieval and property
ranking, respectively:
1. Human frequency: This baseline always chooses the property that is more
frequently used for humans as winner.
2. Occupation frequency: A modification of the previous that only looks at peo-
ple having the same profession, aiming to capture the observation that
professions are similar to classes.
3. Google count: This method chooses the property with more search results
for Google queries concatenating entity name and property as winner. For
instance, for Pope Francis, goals scored and military rank, the queries would
be “Pope Francis goals scored” (470,000 results) and “Pope Francis military
rank” (3,870,000 results), thus, military rank would be chosen as winner.
ppref on records with agreement
Method
≥70%
(n=223)
≥80%
(n=150)
≥90%
(n=85)
=100%
(n=28)
Random 50% 50% 50 % 50%
Annotators 81.8% 87.5% 93.3% 100%
Human frequency 57.4% 60.6% 62.3% 50%
Occupation frequency 57.4% 58.6% 61.2% 53.6%
Google count 58% 58.3% 61.2% 53.6%
Property suggester 58.7% 61.3% 62.3% 50%
Table 2. Performance of baseline approaches for property ranking.
4. Wikidata property suggester: This baseline uses the suggestions of the Wiki-
data property suggester, and represents the state of the art in property rank-
ing [31]. The version available online gives natively only few properties, so
we modified the code by removing thresholds, in order to obtain further
properties. Given an entity-property-property record from our dataset, the
winning property according to this method was the one that was ranked
higher by the property suggester.
Evaluation For evaluation, we use the ppref measure (precision of preference) [9],
henceforth just called precision, which measures the percentage of records
where a method proposes the same property as winner as the majority of the
annotators does. We present results for records with at least 70%, 80%, 90% and
100% separately, of which there were 226, 152, 85 and 28, respectively. This al-
lows a comparison of how the methods fare on records where annotators show
less or more agreement. Where trends are similar, we focus in the discussion on
the records with at least 80% agreement. If both properties were chosen with
equal likelihood, a record would have a probability of 11.2% to fall into this
group, i.e., it is unlikely that for many of the records in this group, the property
with more votes has been voted that way only by chance.
Results and Analysis As Table 2 shows, all four baselines perform comparably
bad, agreeing only in about 60% of the answers with the majority of the anno-
tators. For Baselines (1), (2), and (4), we believe their main weakness is that
they rely on describing the data that is present (remember blood type vs. hair
color, where the former exists 14 times as often as the latter). While association
rules (Baseline 4) are more sophisticated than simple counts (Baselines 1 and
2), apparently, better capturing correlations does not improve predictions on
interestingness. It may be noteworthy that association rules were originally de-
veloped for discovering patterns in applications where data is complete [2], not
for making statements about absent data. For Baseline (3), Google count, we
trace the low performance to the fact that text search is not able to sufficiently
capture the connection between entities and predicates. For instance, for Pope
Francis and military rank, all top ranked results talk about his relation to the
Argentinian dictatorship or the Swiss Guard, none about his own military rank.
6 Improving Property Ranking
We next investigate how property ranking can be improved using transfer
learning, semantic similarity and ensembles.
6.1 Transfer Learning via Property Pivoting
We have seen that statistical approaches that learn patterns over the whole
dataset do not yield a high precision in predicting pairwise interestingness
preferences. We also discussed that it is virtually impossible to obtain enough
training data for supervised learning. One approach often taken if supervised
learning is not possible is transfer learning. Transfer learning refers to the training
of models to solve a Problem A, for which enough training data is available,
then applying them to a related Problem B [24]. In our case, Problem B is the
pairwise preference between two properties, but what could qualify as Problem
A? An idea adapted from [6] is to predict, which of two properties is asserted
for an entity, and which one is not.
Consider the case of position played on team (P413) and religious order (P611).
There are 225,821 humans in Wikidata that have the former property but not
the latter, and 7,976 humans that have the latter but not the former. Are there
chances to accurately decide, for a person picked from either of these sets, to
which of the two sets it belongs? We call this the property pivoting problem.
Deciding Property Pivoting via Regression In the following, we use a logistic
regression classifier trained on bags of words taken from person descriptions
from Wikipedia to decide the property pivoting problem.
Wikipedia articles provide a messier, but considerably larger source of in-
formation about a person than Wikidata. By considering Wikipedia articles as
bags of words, we can use the number of occurrences of each word as feature on
which to train a classifier. In particular, for each pair of properties, we trained a
logistic regression classifier on up to 20,000 entities, if available: 10,000 entities
that had the first property but not the second one, and 10,000 entities that had
the second but not the first property.
For the input to the regression, we did a basic preprocessing, in particular
punctuation and stop word removal, case conversion and stemming. It is then
both possible to give the true word count as input (unweighted), or to use
a weighting scheme such as TF-IDF to give more importance to words that
occur less frequent. We experimented with both variants, for TF-IDF, as usual,
removing the top and bottom 20% of words, as these mostly correspond to
proper names that occur too seldom to carry any value, or to very unspecific
general words.
As an example of what these classifiers learned, the box below shows the
most distinctive weights learned by the TF-IDF-based regression classifier that
was trained for position played on team versus religious order:
-3.09: footballer -2.39: season 2.67: jesuit 1.88: work
-2.85: football -2.21: career 2.43: catholic 1.85: life
-2.75: played -2.16: league 2.41: died 1.77: order
-2.72: team -2.08: cup 2.04: priest 1.64: church
-2.67: player -2.02: club 1.99: works 1.50: death
Negative weights hereby indicate that the occurrences of the word appear
frequently in articles of entities with position played on team being present instead
of religious order, while positive weights indicate the opposite. For instance,
season (weight -2.39) is a word in the former category, while priest (weight (2.04)
belongs to the latter. Interestingly, also some rather general words like works and
died appear in the latter category. We conjecture that soccer players are mostly
recent figures still alive, while monks are more frequently from the past, thus,
died is more relevant for them, and that monks are known for more diverse
activities than sports players, thus the term work.
Property Pivoting Quality Evaluated each over 200 entities that had either the one
or the other property, the regression classifiers achieved a respectable average
precision of 94.8%. For position played on team versus religious order, for instance,
the precision is even 100%, while difficult cases are for instance field of work
versus member of (84% precision), or child versus sister (72% precision).
Transfer Learning Our hope was that characteristics that describe whether a
person has one property, but not another also relate to how interesting the one
property is over the other. That is, for people that have a position played on team
but no religious order, maybe knowing about the former is indeed more inter-
esting than the latter. The results of transferring our regression classifiers are
shown in Table 5 (third and fourth row). As we can see, the precision on records
with at least 80% annotator agreement is 69.3% and 72%, depending on whether
TF-IDF is used or not. These precisions are remarkably better than those of the
baselines, though still leaving a considerable gap to the 95% precision on the
pivoting task, indicating that property pivoting and property interestingness are
only moderately related problems. For instance, although all annotators agree
that for the soccer player Albert Johnson, drafted by is more interesting than mili-
tary conflict (Table 1 first row), property pivoting still chooses the latter property,
presumably, because drafted by is used in Wikidata only in very specific contexts
of baseball and ice hockey, not for soccer. Similarly, for Kalim Kashani, a 17th
century Persian poet, property pivoting chooses sexual orientation over languages
spoken or written, although crowd agreement is 100% on languages spoken or writ-
ten (Table 1 last row). Presumably the reason is that many people that are not
poets have information about languages as well, while sexual orientation is
especially frequently asserted for artists.
6.2 Semantic Approaches
As exemplified above, while regression is very well able to decide the property
pivoting problem, existence of a property is still only a moderate indicator for
interestingness. In particular, there are several cases where it is intuitive that
one property does not apply to a person at all, while another is relevant, but
regression is not able to discover that. In the following we thus propose to use
semantic similarity as alternative proxy for interestingness. We conjecture that
if a property bears some semantic similarity to an entity, like goals scored for
Ronaldo, where humans can easily see an association of Ronaldo scoring goals,
then it is more likely that that property is also interesting.
Concretely, we propose to look at the semantic similarity of the textual de-
scriptions of entities and properties. For entities, we use their English Wikipedia
articles as text sources, while for properties we use their textual label and de-
scription on Wikidata. For the entities in our dataset, this results in textual
descriptions typically consisting of at least 5 sentences, while properties are
described on Wikipedia typically in a single phrase, like “goals/points scored in a
match or an event used as qualifier to the participant” for the property goals scored.5
To compute semantic similarity, we rely on standard latent topic models, in
particular Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [11] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [7]. We proceed in three steps:
1. In the first step, we train topic models on Wikipedia.
2. In the second step, we represent each entity and each property as distribu-
tion over the learned topics.
3. In the third step, for each (entity, property, property) record in our gold
dataset, we compute the similarity between the topics of the entity and the
two properties. We then assert that the more similar property is the more
interesting one.
We further detail each step below.
Learning Topic Models In the first step, we used LSI and LDA to learn 400
and 100,6 respectively, distinct topics over the English Wikipedia text corpus
(12.5 GB). A topic by itself is a distribution over words, i.e., it consists of a
set of weights for words in the lexicon, describing how frequently each word
occurs in that topic. We used the gensim Python library, with which training
could be done on a standard laptop within hours. LDA has a parameter α,
which is a prior asserting whether texts are preferentially assigned to more or
to fewer topics. This parameter is important for our application as assignment
to fewer topics leads to sparser vectors. We report the results for the default
value (1/#topics=0.01). We also tested a higher value, 0.05, and a setting called
auto-optimization, where α is dynamically set for each topic, but both per-
formed worse. Notably, we found in this setting that too high values of α lead
to properties being assigned all to the same topics, resulting in entity-property
distances that were indistinguishable. In Table 3 we show some of the most
frequent words in four topics as learned by LDA. We found that most learned
topics appeared coherent to a human observer. There were, though, a few weird
5 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P1351
6 We also tested LDA at 400 topics, but observed no improvement
Table 3. Sample topics as learned by LDA over Wikipedia
mergers of topics, for instance a topic containing mostly words about Myanmar
and Nottingham. Also, a few topics were not accessible to us, and appeared to
be collections of residual words not fitting in the other topics.
Describing Entities and Properties using Topic Models In the next step we used the
learned topic models to describe entities and properties. To that end, given a set
of words, LSI and LDA are able to compute a distribution of topics that is the
most likely one to generate the given set of words.
For the soccer player Ronaldo, for instance, LDA states that his Wikipedia
article can be described using 52% of Topic 6, 12% of Topic 18, 7% of Topic 41,
6% of Topic 26 (all shown in Table 3), and low fractions of a few others. This
distribution appears sensible, as he is most importantly known for playing soc-
cer in leagues and tournaments (Topic 6), comes from Portugal (Topic 18, note
that LDA has merged Brazil and Portugal into one topic), is featured frequently
in the media (Topic 41) and has been under legal investigation (Topic 26). Sim-
ilarly, the article of the former US president Barack Obama can be generated by
combining 48% of Topic 26 (law and politics), 18% of a topic concerned with
parties and elections, 12% of a topic concerned with business and industry, and
various others.
In the same way, also properties can be described as combinations of topics.
The property height, for instance, is composed of Topic 14 (geometry), 36 (ab-
straction), 84 (biology) and an unclear topic 88, whereas member of sports team is
composed entirely of Topic 6.
Computing Similarities For computing similarities between entities and proper-
ties, we use cosine similarity between vectors, a standard approach in vector-
space-modelling and word embedding [27]. The idea is to interpret topic distri-
butions as vectors in a high-dimensional space, then compute the distance using
the cosine of the angle between these vectors. In the case of Ronaldo and goals
scored versus military rank, for instance, we find a cosine similarity of 0.987 versus
0.611. Thus, goals scored is the semantically more similar property, and hence we
propose this to be the more interesting one. Similarly, for Kalim Khasani, we find
the cosine wrt. languages spoken/written to be 0.108, and wrt. sexual orientation to
be 0.004, thus languages spoken/written would be considered more interesting.
Analysis The performance of semantic similarity as a proxy for interestingness
is shown in Table 5. As we can see, LDA does not outperform the baselines at
60% precision for records with at least 80% annotator agreement. In contrast,
LSI performs considerably better at 65.3% precision, though still not achieving
the performance of regression (72%).
We find that semantic similarity is better able to capture when one property
does not make sense at all, as evidenced by the increase (LDA) or smaller drop
(LSI) towards the records with 100% human agreement than regression. For
instance, from the records with at least 80% agreement, the precision of LDA
increases by 11.4%, the precision of LSI decreases by 1.1%, but the precision of
regression drops by 6.1/7.5%.
But there are also various spectacular failures: For Gabriel Kicsid, a handball
player, for instance, both LSI and LDA believe that religious order is more similar
than follows, even though all annotators agree that the second is more interesting.
A possible reason is that the description of follows is quite abstract and hard
to match (“immediately prior item in some series of which the subject is part”7),
even though human annotators correctly understand the usage, which is about
succession for instance on a position in a team. Similarly, for the Polish officer
Filip Stanislaw Dubitzki (Table 1, 4th row), unlike all annotators, LSI believes that
sports discipline is more interesting than residence.
It appears that a challenge for both methods lies in the shortness of the
descriptions, both of properties and entities, which makes the correct identifi-
cation of topics challenging. The property employer, for instance, is assigned to
only two topics by LDA, the property goals scored to even just one. Similarly,
entities with short descriptions are assigned to only 4-8 topics. Then, when for
a given entity topic vector, the topic vectors of both properties to be ranked are
nearly orthogonal, the ranking becomes unreliable. And even though the topic
distribution can be influenced using the parameter α for LDA, it appears that
favoring broader distribution (i.e., more topics per entity/property) does not
help, as the text sources do not allow to identify enough distinguishable topics.
6.3 Ensembles
Considering the methods discussed so far along with their strong and weak
points, the question arises whether it is possible to combine them and achieve a
better performance. By Condorcet’s jury theorem [10], it is beneficial to combine
weak predictors whenever these show a sufficient level of statistical indepen-
dence, and have each more than 50% accuracy. To see whether our methods
exhibit sufficient statistical independence, we computed pairwise Pearson cor-
relation coefficients, which are shown in Table 4.
7 https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Property:P155
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Human frequency - 0.37 0.11 0.99 0.29 0.33 -0.07 0.07
Occupation frequency 0.37 - -0.02 0.36 0.33 0.25 0.08 0.00
Google count 0.13 -0.02 - 0.11 0.01 0.03 -0.10 -0.01
Property Suggester 0.99 0.36 0.11 - 0.28 0.33 -0.07 0.05
Regression (unweighted) 0.26 0.33 0.01 0.28 - 0.87 0.14 0.29
Regression (TF-IDF) 0.32 0.25 0.03 0.33 0.87 - 0.09 0.26
LDA -0.09 0.08 -0.10 -0.07 0.14 0.09 - 0.16
LSI 0.04 0.00 -0.01 0.05 0.29 0.26 0.16 -
Table 4. Pearson correlation coefficients on records with at least 80% agreement
There are two surprising insights. The first is the near-perfect correlation
between human frequency and Property Suggester (0.99). In other words, even
though the Property Suggester uses sophisticated ways for computing associa-
tion rules and combining predictions, it does essentially nothing different from
simply counting how often a property occurs. The second surprising insight
is that apart from human frequency/property suggester and the two variants
of regression, the pairwise correlation between the methods is very low. This
even holds for similar techniques such as human frequency compared with
occupation frequency (correlation 0.37) or LSI compared with LDA (correlation
0.16). Two methods, Google count and LDA, exhibit almost no correlation to
any other method.
The results are in itself remarkable, and suggest that ensembles predictors8
can give better performances than the individual methods. We tested to take
the majority vote from various permutations of three and five of our presented
methods. It turned out that the best performing ensemble was not only a com-
bination of three advanced methods, but that even adding some of the baselines
improved precision. In particular, the best performing combination used five
methods that showed the biggest pairwise difference in Pearson correlation,
namely the Google count, LSI, LDA, Occupation frequency, and regression (TF-
IDF). This ensemble performed 2% and 4.6% better than the best single method,
regression (TF-IDF) on records with at least 80% and 90% agreement, respec-
tively.
8 Not to be mixed with ensemble learning, a machine learning approach where consec-
utive instances of the same classifier are trained especially on records that previous
instances predicted wrongly. Ensemble learning requires a sufficient amount of labeled
training data, which is not available in our case.
6.4 Analysis
Results on the performance of the baselines are shown in Table 2, while the
performance of the advanced methods is shown in Table 5. In both cases, we
can see random agreement (50%) as a lower bound that any method should
outperform, and annotator agreement as an upper bound. As one can see,
regression trained on property pivoting as the best single advanced method
beats the baselines by a margin of 10% on records with at least 80% agreement,
with LSI performing 5% worse, and LDA being on par with the baselines. The
best ensembles then add a further 2% precision on top of the regression. We
draw the following conclusions:
1. The state of the art methods alone are inadequate for property ranking. The state of
the art in property suggestion (Property Suggester) and document retrieval
(Google count) achieved only 58.3 and 61.3% precision on records where an-
notators had 87.5% agreement, not significantly different from an approach
that simply counts how often a property appears (60.6% precision).
2. Regression is well-suited for property pivoting, but has still limitations, as it is data-
driven. Regression based on bags-of-words from Wikipedia articles achieves
an accuracy of 94.8% for property pivoting on records with at least 80%
agreement, i.e., deciding whether an entity has one property but not an-
other. And while it is an expensive method, requiring to train O(n2) many
classifiers for n properties, it is worth its price also for property ranking, as
it outperforms the baselines by more than 10%. It has still limitations as it is
data-driven, though, i.e., it predicts interestingness of properties based on
their presence, which in some cases is not a good indicator.
3. Semantic approaches are great at discovering applicability of properties, but strug-
gle with short property descriptions. Semantic similarity based on latent topic
modeling turned out to be better able to capture cases where certain prop-
erties did not at all make sense. Nevertheless, there are problems with de-
scription shortness. we found that there were problems with the shortness
of property descriptions, and that predicting interestingness purely based
on similarity misses an important aspect of inherent importance.
4. Ensembles work best. Taking the majority vote among methods based on
counting (Occupation frequency, Google count), correlation (regression) and
semantic similarity (LSI, LDA) approximated human judgment best.
7 Discussion
In the following we discuss some practical aspects of our experiment setup.
Interestingness and Applicability An issue that kept our attention was the phrasing
of the question posed to the crowd workers, “Which of the two properties would be
more interesting to know about.”
ppref on records with agreement
Method
≥70%
(n=223)
≥80%
(n=150)
≥90%
(n=85)
=100%
(n=28)
Random 50% 50% 50% 50%
Annotators 81.8% 87.5% 93.3% 100%
Regression (unweighted) 67.7% 69.3% 70.4% 64.3%
Regression (TF-IDF) 70.4% 72% 71.8% 64.3%
LDA 57% 60% 61.2% 71.4%
LSI 59% 65.3% 67% 64.3%
Ensemble of Google count,LSI,
LDA, Occupation frequency,
regression (TF-IDF)
69.1% 74% 76.4% 67.9%
Table 5. Performance of advanced methods for property ranking.
A concern was that certain properties would be interesting if they existed,
and that the question phrasing could be understood as a question for interest-
ingness if the property existed. For instance, while football players are rarely
members of a monastic order, if one of them is, then religious order would be
interesting. Similarly, most musicians have not been detained anywhere, but if
a musician has been detained then place of detention could be interesting.
While it is tempting to thus ask separate questions “1. How likely is it that a
value for this property exists,” and “2. How interesting would it be to know this value,”
this does not solve the problem, as in some cases also the absence of values is
interesting, for instance, that Angela Merkel has no children, or that the scientist
Michael Faraday had no university education.
Inspection of the dataset shows that crowd workers got the issue generally
right, and answered how interesting it would be to learn about a property,
not presuming that a value actually exists (see e.g., Record 1 in Table 1, where
military conflict did not receive any votes).
Property Semantics A challenge for data-driven methods was that some proper-
ties were only used in narrow contexts, for instance, drafted by is only used in
baseball and ice hockey, or singles record is only used for scores in sports tour-
naments. Human annotators, in contrast, found that drafted by made also sense
for soccer players, or that singles record could also refer to the number of singles
produced/sold by an electronic music producer. As all semantics in Wikidata is
derived by consens, and the data model has virtually no hard constraints, the
monitoring of descriptions, intended use and actual use of properties will pose
a continuous challenge.
IDs Wikidata articles often contain also a considerable set of ID properties,
ranging from IDs stemming from the library domain (VIAF ID, GND ID, SUDOC
ID) to web directory and service IDs (Facebook and Twitter username, Rotten
Tomatoes ID, . . . ), that typically make up 10% to 40% of all properties of persons.
We filtered out ID properties from our dataset, because ranking especially
the bibliographic IDs can only be reasonably done by library domain experts.
Nevertheless, we are aware that one should not neglect their importance, es-
pecially the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) is a major international
effort to uniquely identify persons across a large set of national identifiers.
Similarly, some web specific IDs are prime pieces of information (imagine
the page of Donald Trump missing information about his Twitter usernames),
and their importance should not be underestimated.
8 Conclusion
We have introduced the problem of property ranking, shown the limitations of
the state-of-the-art, and developed approaches that combine classical frequency-
based approaches, transfer learning and semantic similarity. Our methods out-
perform the state of the art by over 10% precision, though still being inferior to
human agreement by 11.5%. We hope that the dataset developed in this paper
can stimulate research that can further approach human agreement.
We see two interesting avenues to extend this work: One is to improve the
methods presented in this paper, for instance, by using other learning algorithms
for the property pivoting problem, or by extending the short descriptions from
which the semantic methods currently learn. The other is to find completely new
approaches to the problem, which, even if they do not individually outperform
the existing methods, might add information to ensembles. The challenge would
be here to find related problems that can be used for transfer learning.
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Appendix
A Inapplicability of Pointwise Interestingness Scores
A challenge with the Wikidata knowledge base is that its structure is constantly
evolving, in particular, that the set of properties is growing over time. A con-
jecture was that this may make the interpretation of pointwise interestingness
scores difficult over time, as interestingness would in part depend on “what
else” one could express as information for entities.
To verify whether pointwise annotations of property interestingness are
stable, we conducted the following experiment:
We chose two soccer players, one famous and one little known one (Cristiano
Ronaldo and Akaki Gogia), and fixed 3 properties for benchmarking, which were
sport, website and spouse. Furthermore, we selected 7 properties of high impor-
tance (Country of origin, participant of, award received, date of birth, member of sports
team, position played on team / speciality, country of citizenship) and 7 properties
of low importance (academic degree, image of grave, educated at, brother, hair color,
military rank, religion) to be used as varying contexts.
We then generated two setups: In Setup 1, crowd workers were given a batch
of tasks showning first the 7 important, then the 3 benchmark properties, and
asked for each of them for a 0/1 rating of importance. In Setup 2, crowd workers
were shown the 7 properties of low importance first, then the 3 benchmark
properties.
The setups were given to 20 crowdworkers each. For each of the 6 player-
property pairs (Ronaldo/Gogia and sport/website/spouse), we then measured
the difference in interestingness as stated by the crowd. The results are shown in
Table 6. In each of the 6 cases, the properties achieved a higher interestingness
when presented with the 7 unimportant ones first, with an average score differ-
ence of 0.19 per pair. For instance, for Ronaldo, the property spouse received an
interestingness score of 0.35 in Setup 1, and 0.50 in Setup 2. In total, out of the
120 votes given in each setup, in Setup 1, 51 were given for interesting, while
in Setup 2, 74 were given for interesting. This leads us to the conclusion that
pointwise interestingness scores are highly dependent on the context in which
they are presented, and that without specific setups that ensure stability of con-
text, pointwise scores collected today cannot be interpreted easily interpreted
tomorrow.
Setup 1 Setup 2 Difference
sport 0.65 0.80 +0.15
Ronaldo website 0.45 0.75 +0.30
spouse 0.35 0.50 +0.15
sport 0.60 0.65 +0.05
Akaki website 0.40 0.60 +0.20
spouse 0.15 0.40 +0.25
Average 0.43 0.62 +0.19
Table 6. Interestingness scores in varying contexts.
